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Background: Automated detection of child sexual abuse images (CSAI) often relies on image at
tributes, such as hash values. However, electronic service providers and others without access to
hash value databases are limited in their ability to detect CSAI. Additionally, the increasing
amount of CSA content being distributed means that a large percentage of images are not yet
cataloged in hash value databases. Therefore, additional detection criteria need to be determined
to improve identification of non-hashed CSAI.
Objective: We aim to identify patterns in the locations and folder/file naming practices of websites
hosting and displaying CSAI, to use as additional detection criteria for non-hashed CSAI.
Methods: Using a custom-designed web crawler and snowball sampling, we analyzed the locations
and naming practices of 103 Surface Web websites hosting and/or displaying 8108 known CSAI
hash values.
Results: Websites specialize in either hosting or displaying CSAI with only 20% doing both.
Neither hosting nor displaying websites fear repercussions. Over 27% of CSAI were displayed in
the home directory (i.e., main page) with only 6% located in at least 4th-level sub-folder. Web
sites focused more on organizing images than hiding them with 68% of hosted and 54% of dis
played CSAI being found in folders formatted year/month. Qualitatively, hosting websites were
likely to use alphanumeric or disguised folder and file names to conceal images, while displaying
websites were more explicit.
Conclusion: File and folder naming patterns can be combined with existing criteria to improve
automated detection of websites and website locations likely hosting and/or displaying CSAI.

1. Introduction
Videos and images depicting children in sexual activities are distributed heavily throughout the Surface and Deep Web. This child
sexual abuse media (CSAM) can be found on websites, forums, social media, chat applications, messenger services, file sharing pro
grams, and most other places connected to the internet (Steel et al., 2020; Westlake, 2020). Because of the large volume of CSAM being
distributed, law enforcement agencies and researchers have increasingly turned to automated tools to detect media (see Lee et al., 2020
for summary). Although these tools have proven useful, they are often limited by their reliance on matching detected media to pre
viously known media, via different hashing techniques. This is a major limitation as an analysis of more than 23 million reports to the
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) found that 84% of images and 91% of videos were flagged only once
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(Bursztein et al., 2019). This means that in most cases, knowing the hash value of CSAM does not increase detection as so many files
reported are previously unknown. Therefore, additional detection methods need to be considered that do not rely on hash values.
Additional methods for identifying CSAM have begun to be explored, including using visual and audio characteristics of images and
videos (e.g., Schulze et al., 2014) or using the naming attributes of files being shared within peer-2-peer networks (Panchenko et al.,
2012; Panchenko et al., 2013). We propose that similar methods can be applied to identify patterns in file and folder structuring (e.g.,
location and naming) on websites hosting and displaying child sexual abuse images (CSAI). Westlake et al. (2017) found websites that
display CSAM on the Surface Web do little to hide their intended purpose, visually. If websites also do little to hide CSAM at the
structural level, this could be a useful avenue for narrowing down places to search for media on websites. In the current study we
examine the underlying file structure of 103 websites displaying and/or hosting 8108 known (hashed) CSAI on the Surface Web. The
aim is to identify patterns quantitatively and qualitatively in sub-folder structuring, folder and file naming, and image hosting loca
tions, to be integrated into automated detection tools.
1.1. Combating child sexual abuse media distribution
In 2019, the NCMEC (2020) received nearly 16.9 million reports from 153 electronic service providers (ESP) of suspected CSAM.
These reports totaled 69.1 million videos, images, and files. In many of these reports it is likely that the CSAM was detected through
automated tools, with some reports being the result of users ‘flagging’ the media as inappropriate. Historically, detection tools have
relied on keywords commonly associated with CSAM and hash value databases. A hash value is a hexadecimal code which acts like a
digital fingerprint for any file. The probability of two files having the same MD5 hash value is, at least, 1.47 × 10− 29 (Ramirez, 2015).
However, these methods have clear limitations. First, language is constantly changing and as soon as a keyword is identified as being
relevant to CSAM, it has likely become irrelevant or outdated. Second, websites may highlight keywords not allowed to be used on
their platform. Automated tools will identify these as being related to CSAM distribution, when they are actually false positives. Third,
the hash value of a file changes as soon as the file is modified. This may be done by the end user, such as through cropping, but could
also be done automatically by the website during the upload process, such as reducing the size or putting it in a specific format. Fourth,
while steps have been made to develop video-based hash value databases, most are still image-based. As internet access and speed
continues to increase, videos are becoming more popular, with 2019 marking the first time that the reporting of CSA videos has
outpaced the reporting of CSAI (Dance & Keller, 2020). Fifth, because the use of hash value databases relies on the CSAM being
previously identified and cataloged, they are ineffective for detecting new CSAM. The limitations of keywords and hash values has led
to additional techniques being developed by law enforcement, researchers, and technology companies.
Effectively combating the distribution of CSAM requires the collective efforts of law enforcement, national and international
agencies, non-profit organizations, technology companies, and researchers. The first most notable example of this collaboration was
the development of PhotoDNA by Microsoft Research and Dr. Hany Farid at Dartmouth College in 2009. PhotoDNA relies on hash
values, but can compensate for slight modifications, including resizing and color alterations (Microsoft, 2009). Subsequently, search
engines, such as Google and Bing, have implemented CSAM blockades and filtering algorithms to curb keyword searches (Steel, 2015).
Facebook, in conjunction with the NCMEC, has applied artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) to detect child nudity and
new CSAM (Davis, 2018), as well as recognize child grooming techniques (Dave, 2018). Meanwhile, convolutional neural networks, a
type of ML, has also been used to analyze CSAI and classify the presence of nudity and children, and categories of CSAM (Dalins,
Tyshetskiy, et al., 2018). While the implementation of AI and ML has been beneficial, they are not without their limitations and
mistakes. These have included incorrectly blocking artwork (Trotter, 2016) and Holocaust education (Ehrenkranz, 2018) on Facebook
because of nudity, and recommending graphic and/or child abuse content on Instagram (Hamilton, 2018). As a result, it is important
that additional techniques and identification criteria be developed that can be used in conjunction with existing tools to improve
accuracy and decrease error.
1.2. Efforts to disguise illicit online activity
It is logical to assume that people who engage in illicit or illegal activities online would go to great lengths to avoid detection.
However, this is not actually the case, especially when it comes to those disseminating CSAM. Early analysis of those arrested for
possessing CSAM revealed that only 20% used any type of method to hide their content on their computer (Wolak et al., 2005). More
recently, Krone et al. (2017) found that 54% of Australians arrested for CSAM possession also did not use any concealment efforts, with
26% using inconspicuous directory names and 25% hiding the media after viewing. There has been an increase in the use of encryption
by offenders, but the majority of this is the result of built-in encryption from the software/application (e.g., Whatsapp or Android)
rather than something consciously done by offenders (see Steel et al., 2020 for summary). Despite increases to the use of subterfuge
tactics by offenders, a large percentage still operate with minimal protection. As a result, there is little reason to believe that those
operating websites on the Surface Web employ detection avoidance tactics at a greater rate than individual offenders (who are
apprehended). However, this is not certain as there has been few studies on how CSAM websites operate.
The research conducted on CSAM websites has demonstrated that most do very little to visually hide their intention (Westlake et al.,
2017). Further work on this topic by Westlake and Bouchard (2016a, 2016b) revealed that CSAM websites with a lot of content, up to a
ceiling, and connections to other CSAM websites were more likely to persist than those with little content and few connections. That is,
websites that attempted to minimize the amount of CSAM and did not integrate into the larger CSAM community were more likely to
be a) detected or b) inactive/abandoned/closed. In addition, websites used keywords known to be associated with CSAM, such as
PTHC (preteen hardcore), extensively. These findings point to website operators' motivations being more focused on promotion than
2
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detection avoidance, and that doing so appears to increase, rather than decrease, longevity.
There does appear to be an exception to CSAM websites not employing avoidance tactics. One tactic that has been evidenced is the
use of digital pathways (Internet Watch Foundation, 2018). This is the process whereby users with specific links can access illicit
content. Those who attempt to access it without the link are brought to legal content. While this is important it is worth noting that this
countermeasure was found on commercial websites and not publicly accessible websites, and that its use was on the decline. If the data
provided by the Internet Watch Foundation (IWF) is the exception and not the norm, it might be possible to use structural and naming
conventions as additional criteria for detecting CSAM on the Surface Web.
1.3. Current study
This study explores the structure of websites on the Surface Web that are hosting and/or displaying CSAI to determine if there are
specific patterns that can be used to improve the identification of suspected child sexual exploitation media. While this methodology
has been applied to peer-2-peer networks (e.g., Al Nabki et al., 2020; Panchenko et al., 2012, 2013; Peersman et al., 2016), it has yet to
be applied to websites nor to the naming of folders containing CSAI. By analyzing the structural patterns of websites disseminating
CSAI, and how, if at all, websites disguise the locations of images, we can potentially identify new detection criteria. These criteria can
then be added to existing criterion that automated tools can incorporate into their searches for CSAM, which can result in a greater
outcome of positive matches and potentially locating non-hashed CSAM. Lastly, understanding how hosting hubs and high contrib
utors structure their content on disseminating websites is critical to being able to target the most threatening websites.
2. Method
This research utilized a custom-designed web crawler to collect and categorize CSAI found on public websites on the Surface Web.
This web crawler operated like many others in that it scanned a website's underlying code and extracted information about the content
type and location. Data is collected based on user-defined criteria, such as keywords and specific media types, as well as limits placed
on the tool (e.g., scanning or excluding specific websites). The criterion for this research was the presence of at least one CSAI hash
value. The hash database used for this research was provided by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and contained more than 2.1
million MD5 CSAI hashes.
2.1. Sample
The web crawler began on a set of 10 ‘seed’ websites known to distribute CSAM, based on previous research and law enforcement
information. Ten seed websites were chosen to diversify the websites visited. That is, by starting on 10 different seeds we attempted to
control for websites that were connected to each other and displaying images from the same hosting sources. The web crawler then
followed hyperlinks to seed-adjoining websites and scanned for CSAI hash values. The 10 networks were combined into one dataset,
and overlapping websites were collapsed. This left a final dataset of 103 websites and 8108 CSA hash values. From these 77 unique CSA
hash values were identified, as many of the hash values were repeated across websites. All 103 websites analyzed in this study were
freely accessible, with none requiring registration to view content. Websites were a combination of blog-based and generic websitebased, with all but a few being primary domains. That is, the websites were not sub-domains (e.g., www.sub-domain.domain.com).
Finally, websites were predominantly boy-focused and used explicit domain names such as ‘allcuteboys’ and ‘freeteenboys’.
2.2. Procedure
To determine if websites distributing CSAI employed structural detection avoidance tactics or countermeasures, we collected
details on the physical location for each hash value. This included server folder locations and URLs for both the website displaying the
image and the website hosting the image, which may or may not be the same. The number of folder sub-levels, along with the names of
folders and images, were used to demonstrate efforts to hide or organize CSAI. The sub-folder level is significant because it signals the
ease of access to people viewing the images. If a website stores its CSAI in the root directory that means that it is accessible on the
homepage (i.e., www.website.com). As the number of subfolders increase, the ease of access can also decrease. For example, if a CSAI is
located at the second sub-folder level, that means the URL for that image is ‘www.website.com/folder1/folder2/image.jpg’. This
potentially means that when someone goes to the website, they need to click on another hyperlink/icon to get to the CSAI (i.e., it is not
readily available upon visiting the website).
To portray the sub-folder level of images more accurately, folder names commonly associated with software and server infra
structure were excluded (htm, content, engine, img, uploads, crtr, dtr, r, at3, atx, rt, cgi, rcj, scj, tag, tp). Folder names such as pictures,
photos, year, channels, category, archives, video, gallery, blog, and pages were included. How displaying and hosting websites utilized
sub-folders and named their folders and files were then compared.
3. Results
3.1. Traits of displaying websites
Many websites identified made little effort to conceal the nature of their content (Table 1). Of the 82 websites displaying CSAI, 50
3
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(61%) had them located in their root folder (i.e., no sub-folder), accounting for 2219 (27%) CSAI hash values. Thirteen (16%) websites
did demonstrate efforts to possibly conceal their purpose by displaying images at the fourth sub-folder level, or lower, but this
accounted for only 515 (6%) hashes. It was more likely that sub-folders were used to organize content rather than conceal it. Eighteen
(22%) websites used some type of date (typically year/month) folder structure, accounting for 4345 (54%) hashes. More importantly,
39 different, unique, hash values were stored in this sub-folder group, more than any other. These findings suggest that many CSArelated websites displaying images do not fear detection, but that a minority do take steps to hide their purpose.
3.2. Specialization
Not all websites displaying CSAI were the websites hosting them. Of the 103 websites that either hosted or displayed images only 21
(20%) did both. This accounted for just 1876 (23%) of the 8108 hash values. On the other hand, 21 websites were involved in only
hosting CSAI, while 61 websites were involved in only displaying images. Displaying websites often distributed the same CSAI on
multiple web pages across their website (see Table 1, ‘Unique Display Locations of Hash Values’). Moreover, it was common for
multiple displaying websites to obtain their CSAI from the same hosting website. That is, there was clear evidence of hosting ‘hubs’.
Therefore, there appears to be a degree of specialization within online CSAM displaying and hosting, with only slight overlap between
the two.
3.3. Traits of hosting websites
It is easy to assume that websites hosting CSAI would take measures to remain inconspicuous, such as using multiple sub-folders.
However, we found that most did not use this tactic (Table 2). Instead, 24 of the 42 hosting websites (57%) were focused on organizing
their content, with over two-thirds (51 of 77) of unique hash values being sorted into a year/month structure. While we cannot say
definitively whether the year/month structure was created by the website user or software, neither answer points to concealment
efforts.
Although 21 of our 103 websites hosted and displayed CSAI, and another 21 only hosted CSAI, neither group appeared focused on
promoting their media through minimal sub-folders. Only one website hosted images in their root folder, while another four hosted in
the first sub-folder. Together, these accounted for 17% of unique hash values. Of these five websites, only one was also displaying
images. Yet like displaying websites, there appeared to be a small minority of hosting websites that did make efforts to conceal their
media. Of the 77 unique hash value, six (8%) were fourth-level sub-folder or lower, with none of the four websites hosting these hashes
also displaying them. Our findings on hosting websites reveals that most are concentrated on organizing their images more than they
are concerned about concealing it.
3.4. Concealment through file and folder naming
Concealment can take two forms. The first is through hiding information in multiple layers of folders. The second is through the
naming of folders and files. A manual examination of image names was used to draw conclusions on how well, or if at all, they tried to
conceal their material (Table 3). Because websites hosting CSAI carry more risk than displaying websites, it is unsurprising that hosting
websites went to greater lengths to mask their content through innocuous file naming. Hosting websites were most likely to use al
phanumeric file names, with 48 of 77 (62%) unique hash values fitting this pattern. They also disguised their intention for 19 hash
values (25%) with irrelevant names, such as “friendforyouflowerblank.gif”, “maybe.jpg”, and “miley-cyrus-pink-bikini-pretty.jpg”, or
unclear names, such as “VICTOR-01-006” and “AARONB12”. When looking closer at the 50 unique folder locations on hosting
websites, none were explicitly titled, demonstrating that hosting websites are very keen on avoiding the use of explicit keywords to
indicate their content. The most common folder names were data formatted (34), with few (5) being alphanumeric. Most importantly,
17 were found in image-named folders, such as “pictures”, “photos”, “gallery”, and “banner”. Finally, it is worth noting that seven of
these 17 (41%) were organized within the image-named folders by year/month sub-folder formats. To summarize, hosting websites are
likely to use alphanumeric file names in directories that are then organized into folders by year/month data format naming practices
and/or image-based names.
Comparatively, displaying websites less often attempted to falsely label their CSAI folders, using explicit names such as “a-boywanking-his-nice-uncut-cock” and “hot-boy-with-a-rock-hard-big-cock-shows-how-he-comes-for-you”. Only 2% of hashes were
disguised using an irrelevant folder titles (e.g., “muscles”) and roughly 4% used an alphanumeric title. Like hosting websites,
Table 1
Location of folders containing CSAI on displaying websites.
No sub-folder
One sub-folder
Two sub-folders
Date format
Three sub-folders
Four (or more) sub-folders

Number of websites

Unique hash values

Unique display locations of hash values

50
24
17
18
13
13

21
24
23
39
22
22

2219
161
649
4345
219
515

4
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Table 2
Location of folders containing CSAI on hosting websites.
No sub-folder
One sub-folder
Two sub-folders
Date format
Three sub-folders
Four (or more) sub-folders
Total

Number of websites

Unique hash values

Unique hash value locations

1
4
9
24
1
4
42

4
9
5
51
2
6
77

1
4
4
34
1
6
50

Table 3
File and folder naming practices of websites hosting and displaying CSAI.
File naming (hosting website)
Folder naming (hosting website)
Folder naming (displaying website)

Alphanumeric

Disguised

Explicit

Data format

Root folder

Image folder

48
5
293

19
–
161

10
–
960

–
34
4382

–
1
1814

–
17
498

displaying websites favored organizing their content by a year/month format, with 54% following this pattern. While less prevalent on
displaying websites, image-based folder names were more frequent (6%) than alphanumeric and disguised. These findings indicate
that folder naming is not complex and that most displayed CSAI will often be indicated by a year/month structure and easily available
for viewing.
3.5. Quantity versus quality
There appeared to be two different types of hosting websites. The first were websites who hosted a small number of CSAI but were
hyperlinked by many third-party websites. For example, Website A had three hash values that were displayed by others 2647 times,
while Website B had two hash values that were displayed 2688. The second were websites who hosted a (relatively) large number of
images but were minimally linked. For example, Website C had nine hash values that were displayed only 28 times and Website D had
eight hash values hyperlinked 92 times. This may be an artificial finding that has been created by the parameters of our initial web
crawl (i.e., we do not have all websites displaying a website's image), but it may also point to the importance of networking, acces
sibility, and navigability.
There were four websites that hosted more than seven unique CSAI hash values. For three, the primary naming pattern was al
phanumeric. For the fourth, ‘miley-cyrus’ was used as a cover. While all four websites used some method of naming concealment, each
still organized their images by a type of date format, with three being Year/Month. For websites that hosted few images, but were
displayed many times, no specific naming pattern was recognized.
4. Discussion
The abundance of CSAM available on the Internet has necessitated the use of automated analysis techniques for detection. These
have traditionally relied on keywords and hash value databases. The limitations of these two methods have led to the development of
tools that integrate other methods, including machine learning. However, most of these focus on using the attributes of images. In this
study, we argued that the structural attributes of the distributor (i.e., the website) should also be used. Specifically, we found patterns
in the locations on a website where CSAI were most likely to appear and patterns in the folder and file naming practices. These findings
provide the opportunity for expanding and modifying detection techniques to meet the desired outcome, the ability for ESP to
implement criteria to improve CSAM detection on their own websites, and the potential to increase the identification of non-hashed
CSAM.
The primary aim of websites displaying CSAI is to garner viewers and distribute the media. Therefore, they make few attempts,
visually, to disguise their intention (Westlake et al., 2017). Like individuals arrested for possession of CSAI (Krone et al., 2017; Steel
et al., 2020; Wolak et al., 2005), our study revealed that few websites use structural strategies (e.g., multiple sub-folders or innocuous
names) to hide their images. Because CSA-related websites employ few detection countermeasures, it means that techniques developed
to detect CSAM do not need to be sophisticated. When it comes to the locations of images, prioritizing the root -used to maximize
visibility to visit- and date format -used to organize images- directories would improve search efficiency. For displaying websites,
scanning for folder and file names associated with children (e.g., boy and girl), describing the body (e.g., naked and cock), and/or
sexual actions (e.g., wanking and cums) is most likely to target CSAI. For hosting websites, scanning for certain length (e.g., 10
characters) non-descript alphanumeric folder and file names (e.g., -h6F_9F-PxO) is the best strategy. Each of these strategies could be
further refined and improved through machine learning training and evolved over time as needed.
Our key finding of the prevalence of year/month folder structure may be partly attributed to a website's default settings. However,
we argue that this provides valuable information for detection tools as it signals two things. First, that distributors do not modify the
5
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default settings of the website. Again, this provides support that detection tools do not need to be overly sophisticated to improve
CSAM detection. Second, that detection tools can be tailored towards specific software constructions. For example, if WordPress is
used, the default location for images is likely the best place to focus initial detection efforts. This has important implications for the role
of ESP in combating CSAM distribution. Combined with folder and file naming patterns, these reinforce Dalins, Tyshetskiy, et al.
(2018) assertion that detection strategies (i.e., training of automated tools) need to be tailored to the target's content and structure.
As it is impossible to completely eradicate CSAM, ESP need to play a critical role in minimizing distribution on their own platforms.
Providing all websites with sophisticated tools or databases of known CSAI is not possible and can create security problems along with
access to a list of known CSAI hashes. However, many ESP conduct regular scans of their platforms to identify content that violates
their terms of service or some other policy. Therefore, it is possible to provide ESP with structural patterns to seek out, that can be
integrated into their existing automated tools, to search for CSAM. These can be tailored to the software configuration and other
common attributes of the ESP through natural language processing and machine learning. Used with other detection techniques, the
potential locations of CSAM on a website can be narrowed down for more intense or sophisticated searches or flagged as needing to be
scanned by tools that match the media to hash value databases. This functions as an effective data reduction technique that could
hasten the analysis process of law enforcement and/or tools such as Project Arachnid, improving the detection and removal time
frame.
When combating the distribution of CSAM there are two potential targets, the website displaying the media and the website hosting
the media. Current combat strategies appear to be indiscriminate in targeting or focus on websites displaying CSAI. As we found that
only 20% of websites both hosted and displayed CSAI, this strategy is likely to have little impact on overall distribution. While scanning
for displaying websites is easier, as they are more likely to display images prominently and use descriptive, accurate, names for their
files, Westlake and Frank (2016) and da Cunha et al. (2020) found that strategic targeting of hosts can have a greater impact on the
distribution network. This is because a hosting website's CSAI can be disseminated by numerous displaying websites. This is echoed by
Joffres et al. (2011) and Krone (2005) who emphasized the importance of hub disruption in combating CSAM distribution. By
removing a hosting website, CSAI are, effectively, removed from all displaying websites. This can be accomplished more effectively by
directly targeting hosts or by targeting the more overt displaying websites and structurally linking the displayed image back to the
host.
Our study revealed two types of hosting websites. The first were hosts with a lot of images but fewer connections. The second were
hosts with fewer images but a lot of connections. It is important to acknowledge here that the two types may be an artifact of our data
collection. That is, we do not know every website an image is displayed. However, assuming that there are two types of hosts, a
decision needs to be made about which is more important, the most images or the most connections (for a more in-depth discussion of
this see Westlake et al., 2011; Westlake & Frank, 2016). Regardless of the priority, it is likely that the known hash values identified are
not the only CSAI located on the hub. Using the folder prioritization and folder/file naming techniques outlined above on hubs could be
useful for potentially identifying unknown hash values.
4.1. Recommendations
ESP (e.g., websites, service providers, and hosting companies) play a critical role in curbing the accessibility of CSAM. While large
ESP such as Facebook and Microsoft have access to hash databases, a greater percentage of ESP do not. While efforts such as Project
Arachnid, which is operated by the Canadian Centre for Child Protection (CCCP, 2018) and crawls reported URLs and compares the
media displayed to a database, are instrumental, they cannot be relied upon to analyze everything. Providing ESP with structural
criteria they can search for to detect potential CSAM on their own services, without having to visually inspect it or having access to
hash databases, would be beneficial.
The resources necessary to implement a structural analysis detection system would not be overly complex, especially on smaller
websites. Many publicly accessible web crawling tools exist, while partnerships could be made with law enforcement agencies or
organizations such as NCMEC and CCCP, to provide these tools and continually update them with the latest structural trends they are
witnessing. While this might seem like a substantial endeavor for law enforcement and non-profit organizations, it is likely not. If they
make the tools easily accessible (to the ‘correct’ people of course), and provide a tutorial on implementing them, they would, likely,
only have to do this once and each website could take it upon themselves to monitor their own websites. Moreover, it would reduce the
amount of work they would be doing to monitor all these websites themselves. That is, they transfer the initial searching workload to
the individual ESP.
There are three structural criteria that ESP and others can implement into automated crawling tools to improve detection of CSAI
(Table 4). If the intention is to identify websites hosting CSAI, we recommend first targeting folders that have a year/month structure.
While some put both in one folder name, it was far more common for the year to be one folder and the month to be a sub-folder within.
Table 4
Recommendations for targeting websites hosting or displaying CSAI.
Hosting websites

Displaying websites

• Year/month (e.g., 2011/11/file.jpg) folder names
• Common image folders, such as, pictures, gallery, photos, camera
• Folders with known hash values
• Alphanumeric file names, with a focus on numbers over letter

• Root and year/month (e.g., 2018/08/file.jpg) folder names
• Common image folders, such as, pictures, gallery, photos, camera
• Explicit folder names used in combination (e.g., girl, sex, cock)

6
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This should be easy to implement as the tool would only have to search for twelve numbers (1 through 12) and “20XX”. If the focus was
on new material only, this search criteria could be narrowed down even further to the current (and previous) year. While it wasn't the
case for all CSAI, searching for years and months within common image folder names, such as pictures, photos, uploads, etc. would be
beneficial. Within each of these folders, alphanumeric image names should be targeted, with an emphasis on numbers over letters.
Finally, it was common for multiple known hash values to be present in the same folder. Therefore, if the automated tool does
incorporate known hash value databases, it would be worthwhile to prioritize folders where these hashes were found as it is likely
other CSAI will be present.
If the intention is to identify displaying websites, a different set of criteria need to be implemented into automated crawling tools. In
addition to the year/month folder format present on hosting websites, displaying websites are likely to put their content in the root
directory, likely to attract viewers to the website. Different from hosting websites is that displaying websites are more overt with their
folder naming conventions. Therefore, we recommend that explicit keywords be used in the search for CSAI. This additional criterion is
important because it will help eliminate a lot of false positives in searches and help with data reduction. It also points to the lack of
effort made to conceal the activities and, again, a focus on attracting viewers to the website.
4.2. Limitations and future research
The websites analyzed in this study were found on the Surface Web and were publicly accessible (i.e., did not require registration,
payment, etc. to access). Given IWF's (2018) discovery of digital pathways, it is important that subsequent research determine whether
our findings are unique to publicly accessible websites or if they also apply to commercial and closed/private CSA websites on the
Surface Web. Additionally, we have seen a significant transition of CSAM distribution to the Dark Web in recent years (Guitton, 2013;
Kaur & Randhawa, 2020; Liggett et al., 2020). While the attempts by websites in our study to disguise the nature of their images was
minimal, it is unknown whether websites on the more secure Dark Web use more or fewer countermeasures. The assumption is fewer,
however, law enforcement activity on the Dark Web has increased, the images are often more severe (Hennessey, 2017), and the
motives of distributors are different than those on the Surface Web (Dalins, Wilson, & Carman, 2018). Therefore, replication of this
study on the Dark Web would be beneficial for customizing detection criteria to the Surface Web and Dark Web.
Along with websites on the Surface Web, this study focused on known CSAI hash values. We are unable to conclude if our structural
and naming findings would extend to unknown CSAI hash values. Mind you, website operators are unlikely to know which hash values
are known and which are unknown. Therefore, it is unlikely that they would take different measures to hide unknown hash values.
Then again, some hashes might remain unknown because of effective countermeasures taken by website operators. As such, it is
important that future research determine if our patterns hold for unknown CSAI hash values. Likewise, with the growth of CSA videos,
it is important to determine if different detection avoidance tactics are used for the different types of media. Of course, these two needs
are impacted by the limits placed on researchers, often by laws, in accessing and identifying this media.
5. Conclusion
The combat of CSAM distribution online is a never-ending battle that cannot be won but can be minimized. The growing abundance
of media proliferation has led to an expansion of the combat ownness beyond law enforcement, to researchers, non-profit organiza
tions, technology companies, and ESP. While this has improved the tools being developed to detect CSAM, and increased reporting,
existing techniques still have many limitations. In this research, we found patterns in how publicly accessible, Surface Web, websites
disseminating CSAI organized their content. This provides another criterion that can be used by automated detection software to
increase CSAM identification and address some of the existing limitations. This is especially true for ESP that want to scan for potential
CSAM but do not have known-media hash value databases. One of the long-time limitations of CSAM detection has been the inability to
identify previously unknown hashes (i.e., new media that enters the online marketplace). Our findings could point to a criterion that
when combined with other criteria may increase the possibility to identify new, previously un-hashed, CSAI and videos. Regardless to
the criteria used to identify CSAM, our findings reinforce the need to customize strategies to the end goal (e.g., maximum media
detection or connections) and the type of website (e.g., hosting or displaying website, and type of software used). If combating the
distribution of CSAM continues to be seen as a problem that needs to be addressed by all, and we continue to develop software,
techniques, and criteria that can be used by all, then we may begin to decrease the amount of CSAM being disseminated online.
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